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Abstract 

Operation of II high speed. trineerable. Video Data 
Acauisition System (VDAS) -‘includ&g II hardwsre data 
compactor and e 18 megabyte First-In-First-Out buffer 
m.=mnn, (FIFO) will be discussed. Active tsrget~inmg~;X -____, ~~ 
:echniques for ‘High Energy Physics are described 
prehminsry experimental data is reported. The, L-- 
architecture for the imaging system and experunent 
be discussed ss well ss other spplications for 
imaging system. Data rates for the compactor is 
30 megsbytes/aec and the FIFO hss been run at 
megabytes/see. The system csn be operated st atan 
video rates or st any rate up to 30 mil 

Introduction 

The development of high resolution scintillating glass 
active tsrgets(1 ] has crested the need for apecialiaed 
data scquisltion systems. The data produced by these 
targets is in the form of an image, which is the 
projection of the inters&on vertex upon the Iace Of the 
active tsrget. Image data of this type presents severs1 
problems which must be addressed. Images contain yew 
large volumes of data which must be stored and 
processed, thle requires high speeds if aignificmt numbers 
of images are to be recorded. To be useful for HEP 
the system must also be triggerable. The use of film 
for thii type of target is only useful for testing, ss film 
C.~SIM csn, at best, run only s few frames/second m 
triggered mode. With these requirements in mind 
VDAS WM developed. The system is flexible enough to 
accommodate virtually any video format, standard or 
non-standard. and fsst enough to be useful in KEP. 
VDAS is capable of digitiaing an image at 30 nnlhon 
pixels per second and csn store many images in its 
internal FIFO buffer which can run at 100 
megsbytes/second. The first VDAS system has been 
installed in the Wide Band Photon Hall at Fermilab M 
psrt of arperimcnt E-087 snd will be, tskllg data soon. 

Exocrime.nt E-66T 

Experiment-687 is designed to study the photo 
production of charm and besuty states. This is 
sccotnplished by s large multi-particle spectrometer and 
elsborate tracking system. The experiment will use 
tagged photons interacting in s glass or plastic 
scintillating fiber target for the primary vertex. The 
active target will study short-lived decays and aid in 
identification of decay products. 

* Operated b Universities R h Association Inc,. 
under cond with the UnitzEt’stes Department of 
Energy. 
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SDectrome;~r: 
A lsgrsm of the spectrometer for E-687 is shown 

in Figure 1. The task of detecting particles emerging 
from primary intersctions occurring in the target snd 
aecondrry decsys in snd outside the target is 
accomplished through use of s high rste, multi-particle 
spectrometer. The E-607 spectrometer roughly divides 
its job into two regimes: sn inner or fomsrd portion for 
low angle tracks and an outer portion for high angle 
tracks. In both regimes electromagnetic calorimetry and 
muon detection systems sre provided, with hsdron 
calorimetry for the inner region only. The tracking 
system consists of twenty planes of proportional wire 
chsmbers together with s twelve plane silicon microstrip 
detector for additional trscking in the vertex region. 
The spectrometer employs two analyzing magnets (of 
opposite polarity) with vertical bend planes, three 
Cerenkov detectors for particle identification, beam 
cslorimetry devices (not shown) ss well ss miscellsneous 
scintillation trigger counters and hodoscopes. 

The spectrometer will provide the tracking and 
particle identification for all particles produced in the 
interaction, however, the tracking capability is not 
precise enough to detect particle decays whichFt;ptPhq:: 
very close to the primary interaction vertex. 
resson the target used will be M active or instrumented 
one. The spectrometer can record data faster than the 
active target, so only s subset of the spectrometer data 
will slso have interaction vertex image data. The trigger 
will be set up so that the most interesting candidate 
wenta will gate the imaging system. 

Active Asmet: 
e actwe target system is shown in Figure 2. 

It consists of s scintillating tiber target, s multiple stage 
image intensifier, csmers, the Video Data Acquisition 
System snd data recording system. There is slso s 
crude image processing and display system for event 
viewing. 

The active target is made up of approximately 1 
million CSl Cerium glass fibers fused into s cube 
twenty millimeters on s side. Although this tsrget is 
glsss, plsstic tibers could slso be used to msnufscturs s 
target. (The development of this type of plsstic fibers 
is under wsy.[2 ]) A target constructed of these plsstic 
fibers would have inherent advantages in s photon beam 
ss plsstic hss e. longer radiation length than glsss. 

The image produced by the target is s two- 
dimensional projection of the interaction region. This 
image hss extremely low light levels, essentially single 
photon counting. This requires the use of s multistage 
image intensifier/expander of the GEN-1 type, with s 
gain of approximstely 100,000 to produce light levels 
usable for the csmers. The image is expanded prior to 
intensification and reduced afterward to minimize the 
spot sise effects of the image mtensifiers. 

The system also includes s fast local trigger[3 ] 
and gsted micrwchsnnel plate stage in the intensifier so 
that only selected events are allowed to be gated onto 
the photosensitive face of the imaging device. The time 
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delay needed for trigger decisiona is provided by the 
phosphor decay time in each of the intensifier stages. 
These phosphors are chosen to match the beam rates of 
the experiment and the projected trigger rstes. 

The first data taking run will use a Silicon 
Intensified Target, or SIT, Vidican camera as the 
primary imaging device. The electraatatically deflected 
SIT has the sdvantage of being triggerable, the camera 
can stat ra read-out cycle at any time, unlike a 
magnetically deflected camera in which the deflection 
coils are part of an oacillstor. The electrostatic 
deflection allowa the SIT to scan at (L higher rate, aa 
there ia little energy stored in the deflection circuits. 
The SIT also hsa reasonably high resolution. effectively 
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Figure I. ~-681 Sp&rometer contigurstion. The target region ia shown in detail. 

Video Data Aauisition System: The video image 
is converted to digital data, with &b<t resolution, using 
the VDAS system developed at Fermilab. A typical 
interaction ia ahawn in Figure 3. Typical images have 
only IO to 20 percent of the pixela above threshold. 

In order to incresae the number of imagea which 
the system can store, the data ia compacted I4 ,5 ] in 
real time and is stored locally in a large high speed 
FIFO. In order to be able to reconstruct the image 
data, VDAS sutomaticslly inserts in the data strewn 
horizontal and vertical sync markers IIB well as event 
tagging data. The analog-to-digital converter and data 
compactor have been tested at speeds of up Fo 30 
million pixels/aec, which ia M fast aa our test unags 
signal could run. It ia hoped that fhis speed can be 
increusd to 100 million pixels/net in the near future. 
The image pixel den& is programmable for any size up 
to 4096 by 4096 pixels. 

The current FIFO is configured aa 16 megabytea 
and haa been tested at 100 megabytes/second. The 
data is read from the FIFO by a VME baaed system 
and written to two atreatiing tape drives. The beam 
spill structure at Fermilab, 20 seconds of beam and 40 
seconds off, dictatea the FIFO size. The sire of the 
FIFO is adjusted #o that the tape drives run 
continuously and the FIFO buffers enough to keep the 
tapea busy during the 40 seconds between spilla. The 
FIFO ia a stand-alone device and can be used for 
buffering data from any mource. 

Selected events are also loaded from the VME 
system to an LSI-11 based image processor for display 
and analyain. During the running period this image 
processor is only used M a display device. 

Scintillating 3 StWe 
GlPSS tm.gr Rsduriag 

Target Intearlrisr yrr 

Figure 2. The Active Target, Video Data Acquisition 
System, and image data recording systems are ahown. 
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Figurn 3. A Typical particle interaction image is shown. 
Note the law percentage of pixels which are of interest. 
This type of image lends itself to image compression 
with good results. 

Data aths: The spectrometer data ia read into 
the expd control VAX via several separate paths. 
The silicon micro-strips, calorimeters, and tracking 
chambers each has a data path which includes e, 
LeCroy 1892 FIFO module. 

The VDAS data path bypasses the VAX. The 
amount of data involved would overwhelm the 
experimental data acquisition system, hence, the image 
data from VDAS is written to completely separate tapes. 

The problem of reconstructing events is 
complicated by the multiple data paths, not only within 
the spectrometer data but also by the completely 
separate path for the active target image data. To 
a&e thi# problem, an “Event Identification System” was 
designed and constructed. The system distributes a 
unique 84 bit ID to each data pathway which consists 
of a 16 bit run number, a 16 bit spill number, and a 
32 Bit event number within the spill. The Master ID 
module resides in a CAMAC crate in the control 
system. The 64 bit ID number can be written and read 
via CAMAC for testing purposes. This 64 bit ID is 
distributed to the multiple data paths via a standard 
backplane and adapter modules which reside in a 
CAMAC type crate. 

In normal operation the “Run Number” is set by 
the VAX. Setting the run number automatically clears 
the spill and event number counters. The master 
module has inputs for TTL or NIM spill and event 
triggers. The “apill” input increments the spill count 
snd clears the event counters. The “event” input 
simply incrementa the event counter. In addition to the 
Event ID system, VDAS has ita own event tsggmg 
system. VDAS records the run, spill, and event number 
M part of each image frame. VDAS also records an 
internal frame number and byte count as part of the 
image data. The frame number is also exported into 
the spe&rometer’~ data path and is recorded along with 
the data on the VAX. In this way the separate data 
tapea can ba sorted and recombined to form complete 
event recmds. 

Event Analysis 

During the current running period the active 
target system will be installed for 7 shifts of beam. 
During this time it will record about 900,000 particle 
interaction images. A subset of these will be viewed in 
an unbiased way to observe the nature of the “average” 
interaction image, however, mast of the events closely 
analyzed will be selected by examining the spectrometer 
data to determine interesting decay candidates. The 
goal ia to select a few hundred interesting candidates 
using the epectmmeter and then examine the image data 
for thae in detail. These eventa will be used to fine 
tune the image processing algorithms so as to improve 
the tracking capability of the imaging system. 

The image processing and track finding for the 
mm of data produced in the experiment will require an 
new approach to data analysis. We we examining 
several pdwibilities to reduce the analysis time. These 
include a large multi-processor array (the ACP[B ] at 
Fermilab) and a specialized image pipeline processor 
baaed u$%n r RISC chip net. 

VDAS Future Urwrades 

The current VDAS has severe.1 minor limitations. 
The system is difficult to trouble shoot in that very 
wide data pathways within VDAS are accomplished via 
ribbon cables and the number of interconnects requires 
that the boards have ribbon cable connectors filling both 
front and back edges of the boards. This requires the 
board set to first be assembled and then installed in (I 
crate as .s stack of boards. A single board can not be 
removed for testing without disassembling the entire set. 

The FIFO, while electrically expandable to 256 
megabytes, in practice is limited to 16 megabytes by the 
cabling constraints. The other limitation of the current 
system is that camera configurations and setup are 
programmed into VDAS by a number of DIP switches 
within VDAS itself. Therefore, in order to change 
camera configurations. resolutions, speeds, etc. the system 
must be partially disassembled. While these limitations 
are not unworkable, they are an inconvenience and we 
are in the process of rtpackaging the system. 

The new system will reside in a Euro-card style 
crate QU high and will have a cuetom backplane upon 
which will flow all the interconnects needed within the 
VDAS system. Thii will completely eliminate the use of 
ribbon cable for internal connections and will allow the 
individual boards to be placed upon standsrd extender 
cards for trouble shooting and testing. A single crate 
will then house all of VDAS which is now in 3 separate 
modules. The crate will contain enough space for at 
least 40 megabytes of FIFO and will support additional 
communication throughout the system. In addition, at 
this time we will replace all user selectable DIP witches 
with read/w&able registers so that the configuration of 
the system can be changed at will from the host 
computer. This will allow for the set up of several 
cameras and camera configuration tables so that a 
camera can be changed and the system reconfigured in 
virtually no time at all. This will make the system 
much more flexible and will eliminate the need to open 
up the system to make camera or resolution changes. 
The interface that will be used for this setup already 
exist snd has till now only been used for internal 
testing of the VDAS hardware. This busa will now be 
e.vc.ilable to the user for setup purposes. 

Other WAS uses 

The VDAS system is alno under consideration for 
other experiments, most notably a streamer chamber 
group at Fermilab which is proposing a system that 
might include 38 cameru in order to get the resolution 
needed. The cameras would be multiplexed into 6 
VDAS chassis. The system will be able to UM a 6 way 
multiplexer since the cycle time of the streamer chamber 
is relatively long. 

We are also investigating the possibilities for using 
the system for beam position measurements via 
aynchrotron light in the SSC, and for ring imaging 
Cerenkov counters. Any application in which the data 
is in the form of r.n image could nse VDAS. in 
applications currently using film the use of a VDAS 
would eliminate much of the problems in getting the 
data into a computer, The rototype VDAS system wlls 
used to study Comet Halley 7 ] to look for very short P 
duration events which are masked by usual observation 
techniques. There is the possibility of using such a 
system to study astronomical events with millisecond 
time redolution. 
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The FIFO is also of interest in any srea which 
hu to buffer large *mounts of data at high speeds. 
Since it was designed to operate sa * stand-alone FIFO 
without the VDAS front-end, it c*n be used in many 
areaa aa a fast large buffex. 

Conclusions 

Although, due to scheduling *t Fermilab, the 
current d*t* run hss not yet occurred, the active target 
and VDAS *re in place and operational. We c*n. 
however, assess the expected performance of the system 
from tests done without actual beam. The total 
throughput for the system will be limited by the speed 
*t which one can write dats to magnetic tape, about 
400,000 bytes/second. VDAS has been tested at 30 
megabytes/second so the major speed limiter in the 
system is the m-s storage device used. The compaction 
rstio far the images should follow that of tests using 
cosmic rsys, about II factor of 10. 80 that * typical 
image with 768 by 512 resolution will require about 
40,OW bytea to store. 

From these estimates we c*n assume that during 
the short running-period that we have, we will get 
nearly 1 million images recorded and that the next 
major task will be creating the analysis routinea for 
handling thii mass at image data. 

The hardware of the current system is stable, no 
hardwsre failures have occurred in aver 8 months of 
operation. We will be *e-packaging the system in 
order to increase its e*se of we and flexibility. This 
will make the maintenance of multiple VDAS systems 
more palatable for everyone. 

While this is one application of image intensifiers 
and gated systems, there are many potential uses in the 
field of high energy physics, such *s ring imaging 
Cerenkov counters. imaging of bubble chambers, streamer 
chambers, and proportional light from proportional 
chambers. Thene and other applications all require very 
high speed read-out systems and will become more 
importrnt in the future *s experiments become even 
more complex. 

Circumstances beyond our control have prevented 
us from t&ing data with the system in experiment E- 
687, we hope to be taking data very soon. All of the 
VDAS data p*tha have been verified using test imagea. 
The fmal test of the system will of course be that done 
with * photon beam and having the data linked with 
the ape&one&r. 
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